Tree Details - by Location/Site

Nature strip1 - Granby Road tree report - Tree Report (IM)

Dated: 27/10/2017 at 16:51

Southside/Newington
Granby Road, Edinburgh
Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/1

g00001

Ilex aquifolium

27/10/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

20 - 30

Fair

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Compression fork
Codominant stems
Included Bark
Ivy covered stem &
crown
Raised
roots/buttressing

None recorded..

Basal flattening likely caused by
historical removal of basal
suckering.
Trunk forks into x2 co-dominant
stems at approx 90cm from
ground level. Compression fork
union with included bark.
Co-dominant stems twisting
around one another.
Holly has been historically crown
lifted, almost all pruning wounds
now fully occluded. Probing
exposed wood within certain
pruning wounds finds no obvious
decay.
Ivy beginning to swamp upper
canopy will now dieback following
severance.

Sgl/9

g00009

Ilex aquifolium

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

10 - 20

Poor

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Crown dieback
-major
Suppressed
Trunk defect/wound

Clear Fell

Dense mature ivy removed with
silky from ground level up to a
height of 2m at time of
inspection.
Tree marked with white cross.
South side of trunk completely
debarked from ground level up to
a height of 1.4m.
Holly has been previously topped
at approx 2.5m and 3.5m.
Sparse crown.
Suppressed by adjacent mature
beech.

Sgl/10

g00010

Ilex aquifolium

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

20 - 30

Fair

Epicormic growth minor
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Raised
roots/buttressing

None recorded..
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Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Sgl/11

g00011

Ilex aquifolium

29/08/2017

Sgl/14

g00014

Ilex aquifolium

29/08/2017

Spread

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

20 - 30

Fair

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Cavity - Small
Decay - Stem
Raised
roots/buttressing

None recorded..

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

10 - 20

Fair

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Codominant stems
Crown - Imbalanced
Lean - severe
Stem sweep/bend

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Trunk wound, NW aspect, approx
45cm from ground level. Wound
opening 23cm high x 50mm wide.
Small cavity formation - podger
can be inserted laterally into
centre of tree for length of up to
10cm before hitting solid wood.
Small wound on opposite side of
trunk again at 45cm from ground
level. Exposed wood found to be
solid when probed.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift small diameter branch
material west/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 2.5m above
roadside parking.
Stem leans west
Small cavity within base of
previous branch failure on east
side of stem, approx 90cm from
ground level. Probe confirms
decay/cavitation does not ingress
into main stem.
One-sided crown to west towards
road.

Sgl/16

g00016

Ilex aquifolium

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

20 - 30

Fair

Compression fork
Codominant stems
Included Bark
Raised
roots/buttressing
Trunk defect/wound

Crown Lift to 2-3m

ID Silver holly.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 3m above
roadside parking.
Trunk wound east aspect at
approx 1.4m from ground level.
Occlusion taking place normally
underneath edges of lifted bark.
Compression fork union at
approx 2.75m from ground level
between x2 co-dominant stems,
included bark running vertically
below union for a length of
approx 50cm.
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Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Sgl/19

g00019

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Sgl/13

Dated: 27/10/2017 at 16:51

g00013

Ilex aquifolium

29/08/2017

Spread

5 to 10 meters 6 to 9 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

20 - 30

Fair

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Decay - Stem
Raised
roots/buttressing
Trunk defect/wound

None recorded..

Trunk wounding NE and east
aspects at approx 1m from
ground level.
Cavity within wound NE aspect,
probe can be inserted for a
length of 10cm in towards centre
of tree and 10cm upwards before
jamming at entrance.
Sounding stem directly above
cavity does not indicate
modification of internal wood.

30 - 40

Fair

Sgl/15

g00015

Taxus baccata

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

20 - 30

Fair

Sgl/17

g00017

Taxus baccata

28/08/2017

10 to 15 meters 6 to 9 meters

40 - 50

Fair

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems
Narrow forks with
included bark
Stem sweep/bend
Trunk defect/wound
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Limbs crossing
Compression fork
Codominant stems
Included Bark
Bacterial slime
Limbs crossing
Compression fork
Codominant stems
Included Bark

None recorded..

None recorded..

Detailed inspection
required

Inoculation of stems/limbs at
approx 3m from ground level, SW
aspect.
Narrow fork union with included
bark developing at 2.25m from
ground level (north aspect).
Kink in eastern most co-dominant
stem at approx 4.5m from ground
level.
Compression fork union between
co-dominant stems close to
ground level, included bark
between 50cm and 1.25m from
ground level.
Trunk forks into x2 co-dominant
stems at approx 2m from ground
level, both stems approx 30cm
diameter at fork. Compression
fork union.
Flux running down SE aspect of
trunk 50cm below fork. No sign
that fork has split at this time.
Podger can be inserted into flux
zone at approx 1.5m from ground
level for a length of 10cm in
towards centre of tree.
No defect present on west aspect
of trunk.
PiCUS at 1.5m from ground level
to determine extent of decay
zone.
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Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/22

g00022

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

20 - 30

Fair

Epicormic growth major
Crown - Imbalanced

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west aspect of canopy
to height of 3m above roadside
parking.

Sgl/24

g00024

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

20 - 30

Fair

Sgl/25

g00025

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 6 to 9 meters

30 - 40

Fair

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Codominant stems
Minor bark/trunk
wound
Narrow forks with
included bark
Branches infringing
highways cleara
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Lean - moderate
Trunk defect/wound

None recorded..

Crown Lift to 3-4m

One-sided crown to the west due
to competition with adjacent holly
tree.
Holly has been historically crown
lifted - large bulges/occlusions up
to a height of 2.5m.

Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 3.5m above
road.
Large basal pruning stub west
aspect - surface decay of
exposed wood only.
Small hole on east side of trunk
at approx 85cm from ground
level. Hole is approx 40mm
diameter - probing reveals this to
be shallow.
Concave area in trunk at point of
small wound - sounding does not
indicate modification of internal
wood. Likely occlusion of old
pruning/failure wound.
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Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/26

g00026

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

30 - 40

Fair

Epicormic growth major
Basal wound
Compression fork
Codominant stems
Included Bark
Dead wood <30mm
- minor
Decay - Stem
Trunk defect/wound

Crown Lift to 2-3m
Crown Reduction
(specify ht/spr in
comments section)

Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west aspect of canopy
to height of 3m above roadside
parking.
Crown reduce by approx 3m in
height in response to
compression fork.
Stem sweeps NW at ground
level.
Large trunk wound south/SE
aspects. Wound running from
35cm above ground level up to a
height of 1.4m. Surface of
exposed wood now desiccated
but appears solid when
probed/sounded.

Sgl/27

g00027

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

30 - 40

Fair

Stem sweep/bend

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Compression fork at approx 1.4m
from ground level. Included bark
running for a length of approx
60cm.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west aspect of canopy
to height of 3m above roadside
parking.
Crown reduce by 2 - 3m in height
taking account of one-sided
crown to west and sudden
increased exposure through
removal of adjacent mature elm.
No movement observed at base
of tree in gusty conditions.
Stem sweeps out east.
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Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/29

g00029

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

20 - 30

Fair

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Crown - Imbalanced
Stem sweep/bend

None recorded..

Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift small diameter branch
material west aspect to height of
3m over roadside parking.
Tree historically crown lifted to
height of 2m. All wounds now
occluded.

Sgl/30

Sgl/32

g00030

g00032

Ilex aquifolium

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

30 - 40

20 - 30

Fair

Dead

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Compression fork
Codominant stems
Included Bark
Dead wood <30mm
- minor
Limbs previous
failures
Stem sweep/bend
Trunk defect/wound

Basal rot
Codominant stems
Dead
Dead wood >30mm
- major
Decay - Stem
Stump

Crown Reduction
(specify ht/spr in
comments section)

Holly one-sided to NW due to
competition from adjacent holly.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown reduce co-dominant stem
south aspect by approx 3m in
height.
*Compression fork union
developing at base of stem
approx 2.5m from ground level.
Large historical failure on east
side of trunk at approx 75cm from
ground level (likely co-dominant
leader). Wound of approx 40cm x
20cm now present, exposed
wood desiccated, surface decay
only upon probing.
Minimal occlusion has taken
place.
Stem kinks west from wound.

None recorded..

Holly has been historically crown
lifted to height of 2.5m - all
wounds now fully occluded.
Residual wound paint still
apparent.
20cm high stump (35cm
diameter) left after removal of
dead holly.
Trunk has been sectioned into
approx 1m long logs and left lying
in wooded strip.
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Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/31

g00031

Taxus baccata

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 6 to 9 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

40 - 50

Fair

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems
Narrow forks with
included bark

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift south/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 2.5m above
pavement.
Lower bole forking into multiple
co-dominant stems with narrow
fork unions.

Sgl/28

01 - 621 - 16 (g00028)
Ulmus spp.

12/04/2017

10 to 15 meters 9 to 12 meters 50 - 60

Poor

This Year's Aerial
Infection

None recorded..

Sgl/23

g00023

28/08/2017

10 to 15 meters 9 to 12 meters 40 - 50

Good

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk

Crown Lift to 3-4m

Prunus avium

VTA to south side of basal area
and trunk partially obscured by
dense epicormic growth and
ground plants.
DED16
Dieback and yellowing
throughout entire canopy
Tree located on council owned
strip
Overhanging road and
neighbouring house
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift small straggling
branches west/SW aspect of
canopy to height of 3.5m above
road/roadside parking.
Gean has good form - all
previous crown lifting wounds
now fully occluded.
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Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/12

g00012

Laburnum spp.

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

40 - 50

Poor

Basal Cavity
Cavity - Large
Cavities in main
branch structure
Crown dieback minor
Dense regrowth
after topping
Fungal fruiting
bodies
Decay - Stem
Narrow forks with
included bark

Pollard

Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Pollard at a height of 1.2m from
ground level ( just above main
fork). Marked with white line.
Laburnum appears to have been
historically topped at approx
1.6m from ground level numerous stems have regrown
with narrow fork unions. Multiple
wounds/cavities at base of these
regrown stems.
Previous inspection by PV
highlighted fungal fruiting bodies
- appears to be white fungal
remnants on west side of basal
area at 12cm from ground level.
Sounding basal area/lower bole
does indicate modification of
internal wood within numerous
points.

Sgl/33

g00033

Taxus baccata

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

40 - 50

Fair

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems
Dead wood <30mm
- minor
Multi-stemmed
Narrow forks with
included bark
Raised
roots/buttressing

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Southern most stem grows
between stems of adjacent yew.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 2.5m over
roadside parking.
x3 main stems - 18cm, 25cm and
26cm diameter.
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Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/18

g00018

Crataegus spp.

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

30 - 40

Fair

Compression fork
Crown - Imbalanced
Included Bark
Lean - moderate
Large correct
pruning wounds

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west aspect of canopy
to height of 3m above roadside
parking.
Crown lift SW aspect of canopy
to height of 3.5m over road.
Compression fork union between
stems to north. Included bark
running vertically between 1.3m
and 1.9m from ground level
(when viewed from east aspect).
Northern most stem has been
historically reduced alleviating
wind loading to compression fork
union.
One-sided crown west out
towards road due to partial
suppression from adjacent
mature yew.
Healthy crown at time of
inspection.

Sgl/21

Sgl/20

g00021

g00020

Ilex aquifolium

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

20 - 30

20 - 30

Fair

Poor

Pruning stubs or
broken branch

Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Cavities in main
branch structure
Major cavity in stem
Decay - Stem
Raised
roots/buttressing

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Section Fell

*Peculiar species of thorn - large
rectangularly plated bark lower
bole. Black berries. Possibly
Crataegus douglasii.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west aspect of canopy
to a height of 3m over roadside
parking.
Tree marked with white cross.
Major cavity within stem. x2 large
wound openings on SW aspect at
90cm from ground level and east
aspect at 1.3m from ground level.
Cavitation from both openings
meet confirming stem is largely
hollow at this point.
Cavity also apparent at base of
leading stem, NE aspect at
approx 3.3m from ground level.
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...(contd)..

Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Sgl/3

g00003

Betula pendula

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Sgl/4

g00004

Betula pendula

08/04/2016

Sgl/5

g00005

Fagus sylvatica purpurea
29/08/2017

Spread

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

Poor

Cracked & lifting
bark
Crown dieback
-major
Dead wood moderate
Lean - moderate
Multi pruning
wounds
branch/trunk
Compression fork
Codominant stems
Included Bark
Raised
roots/buttressing

Section Fell

Tree marked with white cross.

20 - 30

Fair

15 to 20 meters Over 12 meters 80 - 90

Fair

Narrow straggling birch.
Crown dieback approx 70%.
None recorded..

Crown Lift to 2-3m
Crown Reduction
(specify ht/spr in
comments section)

Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown reduce by 6m in height.
Crown lift west/SW aspects to a
height of 4m over road.
Compression fork union between
x2 major co-dominant stems at
approx 2.3m from ground level,
included bark running for approx
50cm in length below fork union.
Large trunk bulging below
compression fork union north and
south aspects.
Sounding around circumference
of trunk (at bulging ribs) does not
indicate modification of internal
wood.
2nd major compression fork
union between co-dominant
stems east aspect at approx
5.5m from ground level. Included
bark running vertically between
stems for over 1m in length.

Sgl/34

no tag

Prunus laurocerasus

29/08/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 20 - 30

Poor

Sgl/35

no tag

Ulmus glabra

29/08/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Fair

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Dense regrowth
after topping
Ganoderma spp.
Large flush cuts
Epicormic growth minor
Stem sweep/bend
Stump

Clear Fell

Remove Stump
Grassed area

Additional narrow fork unions
developing between stems in
upper canopy.
Remove previously cut 1.5m high
stem - cut to ground level.

Cut 60cm high stump to ground
level - score stump to prevent
regrowth.
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...(contd)..

Granby Road, Edinburgh
Tree Number

Tree Loc

Sgl/1

...(contd)..
Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

02 - 621 - 16 Ulmus glabra

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

20 - 30

Poor

Dutch Elm Disease
Multi-stemmed
Stump
This Year's Aerial
Infection
Upper canopy
Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Codominant stems
Raised
roots/buttressing
Coppice re-growth
Codominant stems

None recorded..

Stump approx 50cm diameter cut
close to ground level.

Sgl/1

no tag

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Fair

None recorded..

Trunk forks into x2 co-dominant
stems at approx 2.5m from
ground level.

Sgl/2

no tag

Ilex aquifolium

28/08/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Poor

Clear Fell

Remove coppice regrowth
marked with white paint.

Sgl/3

no tag

Prunus lusitanica

28/08/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Fair

Basal wound
Lean - moderate

Clear Fell

x4 stems all less than 10cm
diameter.
Old stumps have now decayed to
ground level.
Stem marked with white cross.

Sgl/4

no tag

Prunus lusitanica

28/08/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Fair

Codominant stems
Lean - moderate
Minor bark/trunk
wound
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems
Lean - moderate
Minor bark/trunk
wound
Basal wound
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems
Multi-stemmed
Limbs previous
failures

Clear Fell

Woodland thinning.
Stem marked with white cross.

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems

None recorded..

Sgl/5

Sgl/6

Sgl/7

no tag

no tag

no tag

Prunus lusitanica

Prunus laurocerasus

Taxus baccata

28/08/2017

28/08/2017

28/08/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Up to 5 meters 3 to 6 meters

10 - 20

5 to 10 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Fair

Fair

Fair

Woodland thinning.
Clear Fell

Stem marked with white cross.
Woodland thinning.

Clear Fell

Stems marked with white cross.
Multistemmed cherry laurel largest stems now approx 10cm
diameter.
Stems east aspect previously cut
at approx 1m from ground level.
Woodland thinning.
Electrical substation to north side
of tree.
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...(contd)..

Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Trunk

Sgl/8

no tag

Ilex spp.

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

Fair

Basal wound
Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Minor bark/trunk
wound
Stem sweep/bend

None recorded..

Holly growing out from base of
recently felled elm stump (DED).
FS squad did well to remove
large infected elm at the same
time retaining holly.
Stem kinks at 1.25m from ground
level.
Historically crown lifted to height
of 3m.
ID Silver holly.

Sgl/9

Sgl/10

no tag

no tag

Prunus laurocerasus

Prunus laurocerasus

28/08/2017

28/08/2017

Up to 5 meters 3 to 6 meters

Up to 5 meters 3 to 6 meters

10 - 20

10 - 20

Fair

Fair

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems
Decay - Stem
Multi-stemmed
Limbs previous
failures
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems
Multi-stemmed

Clear Fell

Electrical substation to NE side
of tree.
Stems marked with white cross.
Multistemmed cherry laurel - x3
main stems all approx 12cm
diameter at 50cm from ground
level.

Crown Reduction
(specify ht/spr in
comments section)

Stems south aspect previously
cut at 1.9m from ground level.
Stems marked with white spot at
base.
Crown reduce all stems back to a
height of 1.5m.
Crown reduce stems/limbs
extending east within woodland
strip by up to 2.5m in length.
Multistemmed cherry laurel.

Sgl/11
Sgl/12

no tag
no tag

Taxus baccata
Ulmus glabra

28/08/2017
28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20
5 to 10 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Fair
Good

Sgl/13

no tag

Prunus laurocerasus

28/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

Fair

10 - 20

Codominant stems
Raised
roots/buttressing
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems

None recorded..
None recorded..
Crown Reduction
(specify ht/spr in
comments section)

Small self-seeded elm - single
stem approx 10cm diameter.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown reduce all stems back to a
height of 1.5m.
Main stem leans SW.
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...(contd)..

Granby Road, Edinburgh

...(contd)..

Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/14

no tag

Ulmus glabra

28/08/2017

10 to 15 meters 3 to 6 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

10 - 20

Poor

Multi-stemmed

Section Fell

Tree marked with white cross.
Self-seeded multistemmed elm
growing up against stone
boundary wall.

Sgl/15

Sgl/16

Sgl/17

Sgl/18

Sgl/36

Sgl/37

no tag

no tag

no tag

no tag

no tag

no tag

Prunus lusitanica

Prunus lusitanica

Prunus lusitanica

Prunus laurocerasus

Prunus laurocerasus

Prunus laurocerasus

29/08/2017

29/08/2017

29/08/2017

29/08/2017

29/08/2017

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

10 - 20

10 - 20

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Up to 5 meters 3 to 6 meters

10 - 20

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Fair

Fair

Poor

Fair

Fair

Fair

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Raised
roots/buttressing

Section Fell

Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Crown - Imbalanced
Stem sweep/bend

Crown Lift to 2-3m

x2 main stems - 13cm and 18cm
diameter at approx 1m from
ground level.
Tree marked with white cross.
Remove Portuguese laurel
growing up around BT telephone
pole.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 3m above
roadside parking.

Crown - Imbalanced
Stem sweep/bend
Suppressed

Clear Fell

One-sided crown to the west due
to suppression from adjacent
yew.
Tree marked with white cross.

Pruning stubs or
broken branch

Clear Fell

Remove small suppressed
Portuguese laurel. Stem sweeps
out west at right angles approx
3.25m from ground level.
Tree marked with white cross.

Branches infringing
highways cleara
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Stem sweep/bend

Pollard

None recorded..

Clear Fell

Remove cherry laurel. Select
stems have been previously cut
back to a height between 1 1.5m.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Cut laurel back to a height of
1.2m from ground level.
*Removal of upper stems will
eliminate all infringement of
roadside parking.
Tree marked with white cross.
Remove small cherry laurel to
ground level.
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Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Sgl/38

no tag

Prunus laurocerasus

29/08/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Sgl/20

no tag

no tag
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Sgl/19

Dated: 27/10/2017 at 16:51

Taxus baccata

Taxus baccata

29/08/2017

29/08/2017

Spread

Up to 5 meters 6 to 9 meters

5 to 10 meters 6 to 9 meters

Trunk

30 - 40

40 - 50

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

Fair

Codominant stems
Multi-stemmed
Trunk defect/wound

Clear Fell

Tree marked with white cross.

Branches infringing
highways cleara
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Codominant stems
Multi-stemmed
Narrow forks with
included bark
Stem sweep/bend

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Fair

Good

Branches infringing
highways cleara
Epicormic growth minor
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Compression fork
Codominant stems
Included Bark
Dead wood moderate
Crack in major
limb/crotch/trunk

Multistemmed laurel - x3 stems
all between 50mm and 60mm
diameter.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift west/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 3m above
roadside parking.
Multistemmed yew - lower bole
sweeps west. Multiple
co-dominant stems.

Crown Lift to 2-3m
Prune out broken
branch/stem

VTA to base of tree limited by
dense scrub growth.
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Remove split limb west aspect, at
approx 3.3m from ground level
(just inside fenceline).
Limb is jammed over crossing
beech branch.
Crown lift west/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 3m above
roadside parking.
x2 main co-dominant stems fork
at approx 1m from ground level.

Sgl/21

no tag

Ilex spp.

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 3 to 6 meters

10 - 20

Fair

Stem sweep/bend
Trunk defect/wound

Crown Lift to 2-3m

Compression fork union between
co-dominant stems at approx
2.25m from ground level (western
stem).
Tree marked with white spot at
base.
Crown lift small straggling
branches west/SW aspects of
canopy to height of 3m above
roadside parking.
Stem sweeps NW due to
suppression from adjacent
mature yew.
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Tree Number

Tree Loc

Species

Visited

Height

Spread

Sgl/22

g00002

Ilex aquifolium

29/08/2017

5 to 10 meters 6 to 9 meters

Trunk

Condition

Conditions

Recommendations

Comments

30 - 40

Good

Epicormic growth minor
Pruning wounds bulges in trunk
Codominant stems
Ivy covered stem
Narrow forks with
included bark
Pruning stubs or
broken branch
Dead wood moderate
Multi-stemmed
Minor bark/trunk
wound
Stem sweep/bend
Rootsdamaged/exp
osed/restricted
Raised
roots/buttressing

None recorded..

Swathe in ivy removed from
ground level up to a height of 2m
at time of inspection.

Sgl/39

no tag

Buxus sempervirens

27/10/2017

Up to 5 meters 3 to 6 meters

10 - 20

Sgl/40

no tag

Sorbus aucuparia

27/10/2017

Up to 5 meters Up to 3 meters 10 - 20

Fair

Good

Sub-total:

59 trees

Total:

59 trees

Notes:Overall total:

59 trees

-

None recorded..

None recorded..

Trunk forks into multiple
co-dominant stems at approx 4m
from ground level - narrow fork
unions developing.
Multistemmed box -x2 main
stems at ground level sweep
north before orientating back to
the vertical.

Large structural root zigzaging on
south side of stem.
Rowan one-sided to NW due to
competition from adjacent holly.
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